
PVC Production Coordinator

담당 업무

The mission of the position is to plan, coordinate and control
CMs/LMs/EMs activities in order to meet budget and production
targets (e.g. maximize quality and capacity utilization, reduce
cost and lead time). Furthermore, the Production Supervisor
initiates and implements action plans for continuous
improvement of all the responsible areas relevant processes.
1.Manage and coordinate CMs/LMs/EMs of the production unit
2.Translate production unit’s CMs/LMs/EMs strategy into action
plans and ensure implementation
3.Contribute to strategic and operative planning of the
production units (e.g. with respect to investments, capacity
and headcount planning)
4.Ensure the achievement of production targets according to
internal and external customer expectations
5.Initiate and implement continuous improvement activities by
applying CBS methods and training measures 
6.Interface to safety、quality、IPE、SCM and other functions in
order to gather PMR/LMR/SMs/PMs requirements and demands and
other feedback 
7.Participate in and/or steer production-related projects
8.Conduct employee dialogues, personnel development and
coaching
9.Have concept of digitalization,automation and sustainibility

지원자 프로필

1.8 years working experience in production function. 
2.2 years quality working experience or good understand for
TAF16949
3.PC-knowledge (MS Office and SAP)，Power BI
4.Good language knowledge (English)
5. Comprehensive experience in rubber and plastic production
processes
6.Good leading and team motivation ability
7.Good organize ability

처우 조건

Benecke Changshun (Changzhou) is a joint venture set up by
ContiTech, which is a division of the fortune 500 Continental
Corporation of Germany and Jiangsu Changshun Group. The company
was established on Dec, 2014. Benecke Changshun (Changzhou) is
dedicated in developing, producing, and selling high end and
health friendly artificial leather for automotive seating.

您愿意与我们共同驾驭未来吗？即刻填写在线申请吧！
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리더십 레벨
Leading Self

근무 유형
Onsite Job

법률 고지
Benecke Changshun Eco Trim
Co., Ltd.



기업 소개

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods.
Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient,
intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines,
traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated
sales of €33.8 billion and currently employs more than 190,000
people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, the
company celebrated its 150th anniversary. 
The ContiTech group sector develops and manufactures, for
example, cross-material, environmentally friendly and
intelligent products and systems for the automotive industry,
railway engineering, mining, agriculture and other key
industries. Guided by the vision of “smart and sustainable
solutions beyond rubber,” the group sector draws on its long-
standing knowledge of the industry and materials to open up new
business opportunities by combining various materials with
electronic components and individual services. 


